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The new Nembrini Audio IR Loader Impulse Response Tool
Pluginfor your DAW will run on Mac, PC, and iOS devices, which
covers most systems. Essentially the new pluginis a suite of tools
that allows guitar players and audio engineers to get a high quality
guitar tone within a digital workspace. UtilisingImpulse
Responsetechnology to tailor your guitar tones, you can organise
your virtual cabinets, and then sculpt them with a variety of tools,
all in a single application. You can also download the iLok Express
if you want the software to run through a computer connected to a
DAC, and don't have a computer to plug your iLok headphones
into. The Express version of iLok costs $10. If you buy the App
version of iLok, you need to install the hardware iLok software
when downloading. Its available as a free trial through the supplier
site. If you install the Mac version on a Mac computer, you can
register the iLok hardware when prompted by the Mac upon
bootup. iOS users can do the same with the iLok App. To get the
best possible results IR Loaders should be used in conjunction with
a sound editor software providing: A file browser for viewing files
and loading them A plug-in for producing “impulse response” like
sounds A plug-in for creating impulse response files The Nembrini
Audio IR Loader is perfect for: Musicians practicing on an electric
guitar with an amp simulation Musicians on an acoustic guitar
using an amplifier simulation Sound engineers preparing sound for
a film or video
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